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Abstract: In this paper, we present a pixel-based, discriminative classification algo-
rithm for automatic detection of unhealthy regions in leaf images. The algorithm is de-
signed to distinguish image pixels as belonging to one of the two classes: healthy and
unhealthy. The task is solved in three steps. First, we perform segmentation to divide
the image into foreground and background. In the second step, support vector machine
(SVM) is applied to predict the class of each pixel belonging to the foreground. And
finally, we do further refinement by neighborhood-check to omit all falsely-classified
pixels from second step. The results presented in this work are based on a model
plant (Arabidobsis thaliana), which forms the ideal basis for the usage of the proposed
algorithm in biological researches concerning plant disease control mechanisms.

1 Introduction

During last years, image classification tasks have found tremendous appreciation in biolog-

ical researches where a number of tasks are being simplified with the help of automated

image classification [WKJK98, CZE03, KSC+95]. Plant diseases need to be controlled

not only to maintain the quality of food produced by growers around the world but also to

reduce food-borne illnesses from infected plants [SCCH08]. Thus, automatic extraction of

unhealthy regions in leaf images is useful for various biological research based on disease

control mechanisms [HHOJ10, DRBM09]. There is a wide variety of plant diseases caused

by environmental factors (nutrition, moisture, temperature, etc.) or by organisms (fungi,

bacteria, viruses) that attack plants but in most cases one common symptom is changes

in the color intensities in the infected regions of leaves. A good color variation model

can be employed to distinguish healthy and unhealthy regions in leaf images. A proba-

bilistic algorithm, employing a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) and a Bayesian classifier

for classifying disease symptoms in Arabidopsis plants was presented in [SSK+10]. The

results from Bayes-like classifiers can be inaccurate, because the estimation of a robust

GMM is not always possible from real data. To overcome these limitations we propose
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